Things Local Officials Need to Know

Before Welcoming an
Amazon Warehouse
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Amazon Has a Track Record of Dodging Taxes and
Demanding Subsidies It Doesn’t Need

Amazon is a master at getting money from taxpayers. From 2012 to 2014,
it extracted $431 million in tax incentives and other subsidies from local
and state governments.1 Amazon hardly needs taxpayers to finance its
expansion. In 2014, it invested over $5 billion in acquisitions and capital
expenditures, and reported an additional $2 billion in free cash flow.2
As much as Amazon asks from taxpayers, it also has a long history of
sidestepping its own tax obligations. For 20 years, the company has
worked hard3 to avoid collecting sales tax, even going so far as to conceal
its physical presence in some states.4 Today, Amazon still does not collect
sales taxes in 19 states.5
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As many as two-thirds of the people who staff Amazon warehouses are
temporary workers hired through staffing agencies.9 Their wages are
low and their hours unpredictable. Even those able to land a regular
job working directly for Amazon are not well paid by industry standards.
They earn about $12 an hour, roughly 16 percent lower than the U.S.
average for warehouse workers.10
Investigative journalists have documented the brutal pace inside
Amazon warehouses11, and the company also squeezes extra, unpaid
work from its employees. For instance, Amazon requires workers to
go through daily security checks that can stretch 30 minutes long —
without pay.12

Amazon Warehouses Place a Heavy Burden on
Services

As much as Amazon asks

Amazon is infrastructure-intensive. It makes heavy use of the roads
surrounding its warehouses, causing traffic, safety, and pavement
wear impacts. Instead of offsetting these costs, Amazon expects local
governments to pick up the tab and often even asks them to extend and
upgrade services.

from taxpayers, it also has a
long history of sidestepping
its own tax obligations.

In Shakopee, Minn., for instance, the company convinced the city to spend
about $8 million on road improvements and other infrastructure fixes
around the site of a planned warehouse.6
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Amazon Won’t Bring Many Jobs

Most Amazon Warehouse Jobs are Low-Wage
Temp Positions
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Amazon Won’t Drive Business to Other Area Firms

In fact, Amazon actually destroys more jobs than it creates. While local
brick-and-mortar retailers employ 47 people for every $10 million in sales,
Amazon employs just 19 people per $10 million in revenue.7 This means
that as Amazon grows and crowds out other businesses, the result is a net
decrease in jobs.

Amazon is headquartered in Seattle. That’s where its well-paid
executives and tech workers live, and where it sources most of the
other goods and services that it needs to operate. Meanwhile, the
cities and counties where Amazon locates its warehouses don’t get any
spin-off benefits from being in its orbit.

Over time, the number of jobs that Amazon creates will drop even lower.
The company’s new generation of warehouses is equipped with robots
that do much of the sorting, stacking, and moving of products. “It’s
obvious that humans are going to lose these jobs,” an analyst recently
told the Los Angeles Times.8

This contrasts sharply with a development strategy focused on growing
local businesses, which inevitably source goods and services — such
as printing, accounting, and design — in the immediate area, creating
local supply chains that strengthen the regional economy and sustain
a wide range of jobs.13
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